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B E SP O K E
Square In Circle Studio has a wide range of expertise
working with a variety of bespoke products for both
residential and commercial interiors. Our previous
experiences ranges across both national and international
projects, demonstrating our forward-thinking approach to
the global marketplace. As bespoke pieces are our primary
focus and source of business, we are fluid and flexible
in relation to design, size, technical capabilities and the
finishes of our products. We are confident enhancing any
schematics by taking a client’s vision and working with
interior designers and architects to bring it to life. Attention
to detail is valued above all else and we take immense
pride in collaborating with our clients to craft innovative,
exciting pieces that speak for themselves and subtly rework
the ambience of a room.
Our carefully structured process involves setting up an initial
meeting to generate ideas. We then produce accurate
3D models of certain designs to give the customer a look
and feel for the physical object. Alongside our models, we
provide working drawings. We would also like to point out
that there is no minimum quantity for our bespoke orders,
and we are happy to adapt designs further down the line if
required. Please feel free to email us if you wish to discuss
bespoke projects.
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TA B L E L A M PS

GLOBE – TABLE LAMP
REF TL 024
Our minimal table lamp has been crafted to ensure its dominating,
unabashed globe becomes the centerpiece of any room. At once bold and
unassuming, the tapered and rounded black marble base was crafted with
brushed brass and an opaque glass shade.

DETAILS
Height 601mm
Globe diameter 250mm
Base diameter 135mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ black marble/ white frosted glass
Other finishes available
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ICON – TABLE LAMP
REF TL 011
A Modernist oversized table lamp. The base is crafted according to striking
geometric forms. This lamp is inspired by the minimal ornamentation of
Bauhaus design, complete with an elevating white cotton shade. The base is
formed from two tone metal, shown in brushed brass and brushed grey metal.

DETAILS
Overall height 900mm
Base 170mm x 140mm
Shade height 450mm
Shade dia 350mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ brushed grey metal/ white opaque glass
Other finishes available
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DANCE OF GEOMETRY – TABLE LAMP
REF TL 002
Inspired by costumes from The Bauhaus Ballet, this triadic table lamp design
utilizes the three essential geometric forms: square, circle and triangle. It
retains a minimal contemporary look. The light is crafted from two tone metals,
shown in brushed brass and brushed grey metal with an frosted glass globe.

DETAILS
Height 480mm
Width 150mm
Base length 180mm
Globe diameter 150mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ brushed grey metal/ white frosted glass
Other finishes available
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UNIVERSE – TABLE LAMP
REF TL 012
Our glass disc light provides an ambient glow and is held in place by a
single, arched arm from one side. The light source projects from the main
body through the disc. The cylindrical metal architectural detail at the base
provides extra support. Shown in brushed brass with white marble detail and
frosted-glass disc diffuser.

DETAILS
Height 485mm
Disc diameter 250mm
Base cylinder 160mm x 50mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ white frosted glass/ white onyx marble
Other finishes available
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TOWER – TABLE LAMP
REF TL 034
A profile of this light’s base section was developed after spending time
playing with Bauspiel blocks used by the Bauhaus school. Two triangular
metal shapes meet at a rectangular marble block in the centre. Linear
rectangular arms sit at the top of triangles, joining the base and the shade
together. A thin metal shade sits gracefully at top of the arms with an opaque
diffuser underneath.

DETAILS
Overall height 450mm
Shade diameter 350mm
Shade height 75mm
Base size 200mm x 200mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ honed white marble/ brushed grey metal shade/ opal white
perspex diffuser
Other finishes available
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HALF IN CIRCLE – TABLE LAMP
REF TL 018
Inspired by costume design from the Triadic Ballet by Oscar Schlemmer,
geometric forms are combined to form a very sculptural light. The cylindrical
base is attached to a circular ring whilst light emanates from a semi-circle
element hanging down. Crafted from two tone metal and opaque glass,
shown in brushed brass with grey metal.

DETAILS
Height 550mm
Ring diameter 300mm
Light source width 60mm
Base diameter 150mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ brushed grey metal/ white frosted glass
Other finishes available
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SHADOW – TABLE LAMP
REF TL 022
This table lamp was inspired by the Laszlo Moholy-Nagy painting Segments,
in which the artist explores the way to represent light and shadows in the form
of semi-circles. The lamp’s cylindrical base bears a brushed grey metal finish
with a semicircular element attached to the top. One side of the semi-circle is
crafted from brushed brass, the other from frosted glass.

DETAILS
Height 470mm
Width 265mm
Depth 50mm
Base diameter 180mm

FINISHES
Brushed grey metal/ brushed brass/ white frosted glass
Other finishes available
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CUT TRIANGLE I – TABLE LAMP
REF TL 020
Inspired by the El Lissitzky poster Beat the Whites with Red Wedge, this
oversized triangular wedge table lamp projects through the cotton drum
shade. A rectangular marble panel at the base adds extra support. Crafted
from brushed grey metal and white marble with a cotton shade.

DETAILS
Height 1020mm
Base 150mm x 160mm
Shade diameter 300mm
Shade height 300mm

FINISHES
Brushed grey metal/ white cotton/ honed white marble
Other finishes available
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ANOTHER – TABLE LAMP
REF TL 013
A marble base table lamp with a rounded projecting arm to one side, topped
with an unusual metal shade. The shade has a mobile top, allowing light
to transfer according to multiple combinations, e.g. directed to one side or
downwards. Crafted from brushed brass and marble with a frosted glass
diffuser.

DETAILS
Height 600mm
Globe diameter 200mm
Width 256mm
Base diameter 150mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ honed black marble/ white frosted glass
Other finishes available
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FLOOR L AMPS

PILL – FLOOR LAMP
REF FL 026
A minimal floor lamp with a rounded block marble base. Brushed brass
bands curve around the light source and base gracefully by joining both
elements together. The elliptical opaque glass diffuser is attached to both
sides, giving an open, ambient light to the room.

DETAILS
Height 1450mm
Width 240mm
Depth 140mm
Shade height 382mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ black marble/ white frosted glass
Other finishes available
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BALANCE – FLOOR LAMP
REF FL 021
An elegant and minimal table lamp with a rounded tapered black marble
base. The brushed brass pole is connected to a central powder-coated metal
ball joint. The angled pole has two light sources at either end; one in the form
of an frosted glass globe, the other a semicircular brushed brass shade.

DETAILS
Height 1474mm
Width 900mm
Base diameter 140mm
Base height 400mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ white frosted glass, honed black marble
Other finishes available
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MARBLE AND WEDGE – FLOOR LAMP
REF FL 019
Our floor lamp is inspired by Bauhaus geometry and the three simple forms –
triangle, square and circle. This floor lamp is formed from a marble cylindrical
base with two arms: one at the centre of the base, the other attached to the
side of the base. A triangular wedge shade is crafted from brushed grey
metal with an opal diffuser at the base. Shown in brushed brass, brushed grey
metal and a white marble finish.

DETAILS
Height 1472mm
Length 400mm
Base diameter 140mm
Base height 400mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ brushed grey metal/ white marble/ white frosted perspex
Other finishes available
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INTERSECTION II – FLOOR LAMP
REF FL 028
A minimal, two-arm floor lamp inspired by visualising a line from one point in
space to another, then flipping it horizontally and rotating to form arms. The
clean form is two tone metal, powder-coated white metal and brass.

DETAILS
Height 1400mm
Width 700mm
Base diameter 300mm
Shade size 150mm x 100mm x 72mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ white painted metal shade/ satin brass inner shade
Other finishes available
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CUT TRIANGLE II – FLOOR LAMP
REF FL 031
Inspired by the El Lissitzky poster Beat the Whites with Red Wedge, this
oversized triangular wedge floor lamp projects through the cotton drum
shade. A rectangular marble panel at the base adds extra support. Crafted
from brushed dark grey metal and white marble with a cotton shade.

DETAILS
Height 1800mm
Base 280mm x 220mm
Shade diameter 450mm
Shade height 500mm

FINISHES
Brushed grey metal/ white cotton/ honed white marble
Other finishes available
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TWO CYLINDERS – FLOOR LAMP
REF FL 036
This floor lamp is crafted from a brushed grey cylindrical base. It’s two arms
extend vertically above the base, branching in different directions. Both arms
are connected to the central pole via cylindrical joints. The shades at the top
of each arm are crafted from brushed grey metal, complete with opaque
diffusers.
DETAILS
Height 1450mm
Width 480mm
Shade diameter 145mm
Shade height 35mm
Base diameter 280mm

FINISHES
Dark brushed grey metal/ brushed brass/ opal white diffuser
Other finishes available
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P E N DA N TS

GEOMETRIC TASK – PENDANT LIGHT
REF PL 006
A play on geometry. Random geometric shapes were rotated horizontally
and vertically, then joined together at the central pole to form a pendant. Thin
glass sheets were inserted into metal channels with a light strip in between.
For contrast, rounded metal rectangular shapes were inserted to give this light
a bolder look. Shown with a brushed brass finish and frosted glass.

DETAILS
Length 700mm
Width 380mm
Height 425mm
Overall drop 900mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ white frosted glass
Other finishes available
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SPHERE AND CUT CIRCLE – PENDANT LIGHT
REF PL 004

This uniquely modular suspension light can be customised to different
sizes and finishes. The light shown was created from 6 elements, rotated
horizontally and vertically. Each element is a semi-circle ring with a globe
light source at the centre. They are joined by a square joint ball. The light is
shown in a brushed brass finish with frosted glass shades.

DETAILS
Height 1200mm
Width 300mm
Length 1200mm
Globe diameter 80mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ white frosted glass
Other finishes available
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TRIANGULAR PRISM – PENDANT LIGHT
REF PL 023
This light is designed from two identical size triangular prisms that are angled.
One prism is finished in brushed brass, the other in brushed grey metal. An
opaque glass diffuser is installed at the bases to give a fresh, ambient glow.

DETAILS
Height 240mm
Width 520mm
Depth 425mm
Overall drop 900mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ brushed grey metal/ white frosted perspex
Other finishes available
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ROUTE II – PENDANT LIGHT
REF CH 017
An ambitious chandelier with geometric semicircular metal shades with returns
crafted from metal. This three - armed chandelier has six shades; three at the
tip of each arm and three projecting from the halfway points, representing
the direction of travel. The pendant is crafted from two tone metal, shown in
brushed brass and a dark grey brushed metal.

DETAILS
Diameter 1100mm
Overall height 550mm
Shade 100mm x 60mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ brushed grey metal/ frosted glass globe
Other finishes available
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DOUBLE ARCH – PENDANT LIGHT
REF PL 030
This minimal brushed brass pendant light is formed from two arches. Both
arches have opaque glass globes at both ends. One arch is rotated
horizontally facing downwards, the other vertically upwards. The bare form
hints at the space around it, suggesting regular cycles of movement.

DETAILS
Depth 1150mm
Width 1150mm
Height 1200mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ white frosted glass
Other finishes available
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LINE CHAOS – PENDANT LIGHT
REF CH 032
Crafted from brushed brass metal, each pole on our chaotic chandelier was
designed with flat round brass and opaque glass elements at each end. The
poles are rotated randomly and connect to the other poles to form the overall
shape.

DETAILS
Width 1100mm
Depth 950mm
Overall height 1150mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ white frosted glass
Other finishes available
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POLE DANCE – PENDANT LIGHT
REF PL 003
This pendant light is inspired by Oskar Schlemmer’s 1928 Pole Dance– in
which the performer appears as a shifting grid of geometric lines in various
positions. The central pendant pole represents the body of the dancer,
the diagonal tube, the stick attached to the body. The pendant is lit up by
irregularly-sized globes to either side and a metal ball joint at the centre. The
light itself is crafted from three tone metals and frosted glass globes, shown in
brushed brass, brushed grey metal and a powder-coated white finish.

DETAILS
Height 820mm
Width 200mm
Length 877mm
Large globe diameter 200mm
Small globe diameter 100mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ brushed grey metal/ white powder coated metal/ white
frosted glass
Other finishes available
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ROUTE I – PENDANT LIGHT
REF PL 016
An ambitious linear pendant displaying geometric semicircular metal shades
with returns. This four-armed compass pendant has four shades; one at the tip
of each arm. The pendant is crafted from two tone metal, shown in brushed
brass and a grey brushed metal.

DETAILS
Length 1170mm
Width 327mm
Overall height 626mm
Shade 100mm x 60mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ brushed grey metal/ frosted glass globe
Other finishes available
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BALL AND SHADE – PENDANT LIGHT
RE F PL 005
This modern pendant light can be customised to different size and finishes. It
is shown in a powder-coated black metal finish with brass ball joints at the
centre. Each pole has a metal shade at one end and an frosted glass globe
at the other.

DETAILS
Height 1470mm
Diameter 1600mm
Shade diameter 220mm
Shade height 118mm
Globe diameter 80mm

FINISHES
Powder coated matt black/ Powder coated matt white/ Brushed brass/
White frosted glass
Other finishes available
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SPHERE IN STADIUM – PENDANT LIGHT
REF PL 033
This unique pendant light is designed from three geometric forms: a cylinder, a glass
globe and an extended cut semi-circle. The metallic semicircular belt outlines the
curvature around the glass globe underneath whilst a cylindrical disc completes the
structure of the pendant. The light itself is crafted from a light bronze finish and opaque
glass.

DETAILS
Height 400mm
Overall drop (adjustable) 1300mm
Width 200mm
Depth 50mm
Globe diameter 100mm

FINISHES
Light bronze/ white frosted glass
Other finishes available
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WA L L L I G H TS

TRIANGULAR PRISM II – WALL LIGHT
REF WL 025
This wall light has been designed from two triangular prisms angled together
to give an impression of careful balance. One prism has a brushed brass
finish with a diffuser to one side. The other prism is a brushed grey metal and
functions as a back plate. The light source gives a smooth, subtle glow.

DETAILS
Height 360mm
Width 225mm
Projection 240mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ brushed grey metal/ white frosted perspex
Other finishes available
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CUT CIRCLE – WALL LIGHT
REF WL 001
A concept developed from Bauhaus posters in which designs appear
rotated, irregular, geometric, bold and avant-garde. This wall lamp forms
a semicircular metal frame with a continuous light strip and resin diffuser
attached to both sides. The light is made from four elements that have been
rotated irregularly.

DETAILS
Height 650mm
Width 525mm
Projection 325mm

FINISHES
Antiqued brass/ white resin diffuser
Other finishes available
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EXHIBITION – WALL LIGHT
REF WL 008
The inspiration for this concept came from observing Joost Schmidt’s Bauhaus
Exhibition in Weimar poster, 1923. Schmidt’s poster is bold and industrial in
its stark graphic composition. These elements were lifted from the page and
transferred into the light design. A semi-circle is attached to the top of the long
rectangular wall bracket with a globe fixed to the front face. Crafted from
two tone metals; shown in dark bronze, brushed brass and opaque glass
globe.

DETAILS
Height 415mm
Width 250mm
Projection 135mm
Backplate dimensions 410mm x 25mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ dark bronze/ white opaque glass
Other finishes available
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STADIUM – WALL LIGHT
REF WL 009
A long, rounded bathroom wall light with metal frame. The wall light is
attached to a rectangular back plate. Shown in medium bronze finish with an
opal diffuser. This wall light is suitable for bathroom use.

DETAILS
Height 350mm
Width 70mm
Projection 56mm
Back plate 120mm x 70mm

FINISHES
Medium bronze/ white frosted glass
Other finishes available
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POLE AND CIRCLE II – WALL LIGHT
REF WL 035
A minimal two-tone bronze wall light with opaque glass globes projecting from
beneath and above. An antique bronze metal band wraps around the light
bronze poles which support the lights. The fixture then fixes close to the wall.

DETAILS
Height 340mm
Width 160mm
Projection 80mm
Globe diameter 50mm

FINISHES
Dark bronze/brushed brass/ white frosted glass
Other finishes available
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POLE AND CIRCLE – WALL LIGHT
REF WL 029
Minimal brushed brass wall lamp with opaque glass globes to both ends.
Brushed grey metal band is wrapped around light pole then neatly fixed to the
wall. Wall light is suitable for bathroom use.

DETAILS
Height 450mm
Width 40mm
Projection 75mm
Globe diameter 50mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ brushed grey metal/ white frosted glass
Other finishes available
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SINGLE – WALL LIGHT
REF WL 014
Inspired by geometric forms, an extruded semi-circle is cut in half and then cut
again. A rectangular panel was added to embrace the cut. The light source
illuminates the sides to give a room a subtle glow. Crafted using two tone
metal, shown in brushed brass and black metal with a frosted acrylic diffuser at
the sides.

DETAILS
Overall height 500mm
Light height 230mm
Light width 140mm
Projection 60mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ frosted acrylic/ matt black powder coated metal
Other finishes available
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GOLD PEOPLE – WALL LIGHT
REF SL 037
This exquisite wall installation is a result of our collaboration with artist Sky
Semenike. We took inspiration from her paintings. She says, «When you love,
you are like golden person. Only love knows the secret of how to grant the
other and reward yourself».
The profile of this installation represents the human body, crafted from brushed
brass. The body is divided into four panels and then bent to reveal an inner self.
Finally, the sculpture is illuminated from inside, a fitting visual representation of
the light in each of us.

DETAILS
Height 800mm
Width 740mm
Projection 60mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ matt black powder coated metal
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INTERSECTION I – WALL LIGHT
REF WL 010
A minimal four-arm wall light inspired by geometry. The design draws lines from
one point to another, flipping horizontally and rotating to form arms. The clean
form is manufactured from two tone metal, powder-coated white metal and
brass. Arms are joined to the main pole via cylindrical joints.

DETAILS
Height 1250mm
Width 600mm
Projection 400mm
Shade size 150mm x 100mm x 72mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ white painted metal shade/ satin brass inner shade
Other finishes available
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JUNCTION – WALL LIGHT
REF WL 027
A dark bronze wall light crafted from two parts. Each part extends to the sides,
creating a minimalist geometric form. Both parts are connected via an opaque
glass diffuser. Wall light is suitable for bathroom use.

DETAILS
Height 380mm
Width 125mm
Projection 60mm

FINISHES
Dark bronze/ white frosted glass
Other finishes available
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DISC – WALL LIGHT
REF WL 007
This disc-shaped wall light comes with a metal bracket attached behind. The
two arms of the bracket project beyond the disc horizontally and vertically.
The light diffuses softly though the onyx and illuminates spaces with a calm
ambience. Shown in a brushed brass finish and white onyx.

DETAILS
Height 300mm
Width 300mm
Disc diameter 200mm
Projection 60mm

FINISHES
Brushed brass/ white onyx
Other finishes available
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DREAM – WALL LIGHT
REF WL 015
A cylindrical wall light with rounded edges on both sides, cut at the back
to give an ambient glow close to the wall. The semicircular rounded ring is
replicated to blend with the concept. The inner side of the light is brass finished
to give a soft, inviting glow, whilst the outer side is black matt shop sprayed
metal finish.

DETAILS
Height 450mm
Width 75mm
Projection 120mm

FINISHES
Matt black powder coated metal/ brushed brass
Other finishes available
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PH O NE : + 4 4 (0 ) 2 0 3 6 6 3 9244
E - MA I L : i n f o @ s q u a r ei n ci r c l e. com
I N STAG RA M : s q u a r ei n ci r c l est udio

www.squareincircle.com
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www.squareincircle.com

